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Dartoid and I have been friends since the early days of the old North American Open. I have watched him compete and count myself among
the many who enjoy reading his column. But more than any of his columns this little book struck a cord with me. While I doubt that the ideas,
or any others for that matter, will help Dartoid's game, many of them are principles I now practice. They are presented in Dartoid's unique
humorous easy-to-read style and are certain to improve your health and the way you feel and throw.
This genre-bending national bestseller is “a horror-dystopic-philosophical mash-up, drawing comparisons to Borges, The Matrix and Jaws”
(The New York Times Magazine). Eric Sanderson wakes up in a house he doesn’t recognize, unable to remember anything of his life. A note
instructs him to call a Dr. Randle, who informs him that he is undergoing yet another episode of memory loss, and that for the last two
years—since the tragic death of his great love, Clio, while vacationing in Greece—he’s been suffering from an acute dissociative disorder. But
there may be more to the story, or it may be a different story altogether. With the help of allies found on the fringes of society, Eric embarks
on an edge-of-your-seat journey to uncover the truth about himself and escape the predatory forces that threaten to consume him. Moving
with the pace and momentum of a superb thriller, exploring ideas about language and information, as well as identity, this is ultimately a novel
about the magnitude of love and the devastating effect of losing that love. “Paced like a thriller, it reads like a deluge . . . Herman Melville
meets Michael Crichton, or Thomas Pynchon meets Douglas Adams.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Rousingly inventive.” —The Washington
Post “Unforgettable fiction.” —Playboy “A thriller that will haunt you.” —GQ “Sharp and clear . . . Writing on the edge of the form.” —Los
Angeles Times “Huge fun, and I gleefully recommend it.” —Audrey Niffenegger, international–bestselling author of The Time Traveler’s Wife
“Fast, sexy, intriguing, intelligent.” —Toby Litt
A BuzzFeed "Best Book of June 2021" From sixteen-year-old Dara McAnulty, a globally renowned figure in the youth climate activist
movement, comes a memoir about loving the natural world and fighting to save it. Diary of a Young Naturalist chronicles the turning of a year
in Dara’s Northern Ireland home patch. Beginning in spring—when “the sparrows dig the moss from the guttering and the air is as puffed out
as the robin’s chest”—these diary entries about his connection to wildlife and the way he sees the world are vivid, evocative, and moving. As
well as Dara’s intense connection to the natural world, Diary of a Young Naturalist captures his perspective as a teenager juggling exams,
friendships, and a life of campaigning. We see his close-knit family, the disruptions of moving and changing schools, and the complexities of
living with autism. “In writing this book,” writes Dara, “I have experienced challenges but also felt incredible joy, wonder, curiosity and
excitement. In sharing this journey my hope is that people of all generations will not only understand autism a little more but also appreciate a
child’s eye view on our delicate and changing biosphere.” Winner of the Wainwright Prize for UK nature writing and already sold into more
than a dozen territories, Diary of a Young Naturalist is a triumphant debut from an important new voice.
Raw Vegan Powered By Raw Food Fruit Lover: 100 Lined Journal Pages Planner Diary NotebookPerfect for taking notes, agendas, to-do
lists, brainstorming, or as a diary. 100 lined matte pages to create your way to an amazing day! Just the right size to take on the go. Makes a
wonderful gift! Size: 6 x 9 inches
This reprint of an actual early-19th-century diary provides today's readers with an engaging rarity: a 15-year-old's brief, concise notebook and
Sloane's 72 drawings and explanatory narrative. "An extraordinary glimpse into everyday Early American rural life . . . will delight readers of
all ages." — History in Review.
Entries assess the life and literary career of the famous Russian writer, covering writers who influenced his work, literary movements with
which he is associated, and ideas and themes that appear throughout his writings.
Ethnography in the Raw describes the author’s encounters with the Philippine family into which he has married, his wife’s friends and
acquaintances, and their lives in a remote rural village in the rice basin of Luzon, about 130 miles northeast of Manila. The book links detailed
descriptions of his Philippine family with cultural practices such as circumcision, marriage and cockfights combined with theoretical musings
on the concepts of sacrifice, social exchange, patron-client relations, food, and religious symbolism. It is both anthropological fieldwork ‘in the
raw,’ and an incisive analysis of contemporary Philippine society and culture.
As New Labour's first period of government picks up steam, we find Bernard Donoughue working as a minister at the Ministry of Agriculture,
Fishing and Food. In this, the second volume of Donoughue's House of Lords diaries, he chronicles his experiences - often frustrating, often
hilarious - serving in the early years of Blair's government, as he attempts to modernise MAFF by expanding its interests more broadly in rural
affairs. It outlines Donoughue's role in the EU's agricultural policy, including as the UK minister at the Agriculture Council as well as his
unofficial role in the lead-up to the Good Friday agreement. As with all Donoughue's diaries, the book sheds a spotlight on the daily trials and
tribulations of life in Westminster, told with trademark waspish wit, insight and humour.
Photographs have had an integral and complex role in many anthropological contexts, from fieldwork to museum exhibitions. This book
explores how approaching anthropological photographs as 'history' can offer both theoretical and empirical insights into these roles.
Photographs are thought to make problematic history because of their ambiguity and 'rawness'. In short, they have too many meanings. The
author refutes this prejudice by exploring, through a series of case studies, precisely the potential of this raw quality to open up new
perspectives. Taking the nature of photography as her starting point, the author argues that photographs are not merely pictures of things but
are part of a dynamic and fluid historical dialogue, which is active not only in the creation of the photograph but in its subsequent social
biography in archive and museum spaces, past and present. In this context, the book challenges any uniform view of anthropological
photography and its resulting archives. Drawing on a variety of examples, largely from the Pacific, the book demonstrates how close readings
of photographs reveal not only western agendas, but also many layers of differing historical and cross-cultural experiences. That is,
photographs can 'spring leaks' to show an alternative viewpoint. These themes are developed further by examining the dynamics of
photographs and issues around them as used by contemporary artists and curators and presented to an increasingly varied public. This book
convincingly demonstrates photographs' potential to articulate histories other than those of their immediate appearances, a potential that can
no longer be neglected by scholars and institutions.
This eBook features the unabridged text of ‘The Raw Youth’ from the bestselling edition of ‘The Complete Works of Fyodor Dostoyevsky’.
Having established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art, Delphi Classics produce publications that are individually
crafted with superior formatting, while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital print. The Delphi Classics edition of Dostoyevsky
includes original annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author, as well as individual tables of contents, allowing you
to navigate eBooks quickly and easily. eBook features: * The complete unabridged text of ‘The Raw Youth’ * Beautifully illustrated with
images related to Dostoyevsky’s works * Individual contents table, allowing easy navigation around the eBook * Excellent formatting of the
textPlease visit www.delphiclassics.com to learn more about our wide range of titles
Raw food recipes and medicines for everyday life! Inspired by author Annelie Whitfield's time in the lush jungles of Costa Rica, this cookbook
explores the wonderful tastes and unique benefits of using raw foods in everyday cooking. Her flavorful raw food recipes and remedies are
filled with vibrant and all-natural ingredients that promote whole body wellness and increase energy levels. From healing teas and tinctures to
nourishing dinners and beverages, you will feast upon the simplicity of recipes, like: Gingered watermelon juicePineapple and cucumber
gazpachoWild green salad and citrus tahini dressingMango, avocado, and tomato burritosAlmond crunch cookies Filled with beautiful fullcolor photographs, "Annelie's Raw Food Power" shows you that you don't have to sacrifice taste to benefit from this healthy, plant-based
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lifestyle.
The diary as a genre is found in all literate societies, and these autobiographical accounts are written by persons of all ranks and positions.
The Diary offers an exploration of the form in its social, historical, and cultural-literary contexts with its own distinctive features, poetics, and
rhetoric. The contributors to this volume examine theories and interpretations relating to writing and studying diaries; the formation of diary
canons in the United Kingdom, France, United States, and Brazil; and the ways in which handwritten diaries are transformed through
processes of publication and digitization. The authors also explore different diary formats, including the travel diary, the private diary, conflict
diaries written during periods of crisis, and the diaries of the digital era, such as blogs. The Diary offers a comprehensive overview of the
genre, synthesizing decades of interdisciplinary study to enrich our understanding of, research about, and engagement with the diary as
literary form and historical documentation.
A gripping first-hand story of personal triumph and recovery by a wealthy American housewife who appeared to have it all but who was, in
reality, losing life's most important moments in an alcohol-induced haze. Brenda Wilhelmson was like a lot of women in her neighborhood.
She had a husband and two children. She was educated and made a good living as a writer. She had a vibrant social life with a tight circle of
friends. She could party until dawn and take her children to school the next day. From the outside, she appeared to have it all together. But, in
truth, alcohol was slowly taking over, turning her world on its side.Waking up to another hangover, growing tired of embarrassing herself in
front of friends and family, and feeling important moments slip away, Brenda made the most critical decision of her life: to get sober. She kept
a diary of her first year (and beyond) in recovery, chronicling the struggles of finding a meeting she could look forward to, relating to her fellow
alcoholics, and finding a sponsor with whom she connected. Along the way, she discovered the challenges and pleasures of living each day
without alcohol, navigating a social circle where booze is a centerpiece, and dealing with her alcoholic father's terminal illness and
denial.Brenda Wilhelmson's Diary of an Alcoholic Housewife offers insight, wisdom, and relevance for readers in recovery, as well as their
loved ones, no matter how long they've been sober.
A thought-provoking exposé that shows why the tech leaders' vision and their Ayn Rand brand of libertarianism is a dead end for U.S.
workers, the middle class, and the national economy

In the third novel of Scott Thornley’s much-praised MacNeice mystery series, Detective Superintendent MacNeice’s life—and
heart—are in serious danger. On a morning with just a hint of spring in the air, the body of a young woman is found trapped in the
ice of Cootes Paradise on Dundurn Bay. She has no piercings or tattoos or nail polish, and is as pristine as if she’d stepped out of
a more innocent time. The next day at dawn, in Gage Park in the heart of the city, a homeless man is woken by the sound of
squeaking wagon wheels and spots someone abandoning what looks like a bundle of silvery garbage in the middle of a grassy
lawn. Then he realizes that the bundle is actually a man, gagged and duct-taped to the wagon but still alive. It turns out that the
man is booby-trapped, rigged to blow as soon as the emergency personnel attempt to cut him loose. And MacNeice is faced with
the gruesome murder of another apparently innocent victim, a blameless and bland high-school teacher and devoted single father
whom it seems, nobody could summon the energy to hate. The investigations lead MacNeice and his team into the bars and
rooming houses of Dundurn, where Irish immigrants intersect with mercenaries and criminal gambling racketeers. Soon MacNeice
himself is a target, along with the first woman he has allowed himself to touch since his wife died. And then he discovers that the
worst crime of all is one hidden in the secret life of that oh-so-normal high school teacher.
When Lydia was diagnosed with anorexia aged 19, it wasn't just half her body weight that she ended up losing. Her boyfriend, best
friend, degree and identity were forced out of her life by the illness. Then she came close to losing life itself. With devastating
honesty, Lydia exposes what it's like to live through anorexia nervosa, bulimia, alcoholism, addiction and depression. A terrifying
journey through darkness, ending with the discovery of a life filled with more light than she ever knew existed. Lydia hopes her true
story of trauma, struggle, recovery and healing will prove to others that there is still hope in their suffering. She now dedicates her
life to spreading awareness and helping people through their own struggles through yoga. The proceeds from this book go directly
towards these endeavours.
Jenni is an average teenage girl about to graduate from high school who keeps a blog about her struggles to get a boyfriend and
arguments with her best friend, Carly. But Jenni's blog is a bit different. She's a pro-ana/pro-mia blogger documenting her
struggles with her eating disorder, keeping track of her weight, calorie intake and what her parents made her eat. When her best
friend Carly discovers her blog, things start to blow up, only getting worse as Jenni meets Dani, who also suffers from an eating
disorder. Jenni's story is tragic and sarcastic rolled into blog format and told through her posts and text messages.
Lydia was 19 years old and enjoying university with a loving family and great friends when she became anorexic. The doctors told
her that she would die.
A life worth living is worth recording, and what better place than this journal? These lined pages crave your scribbled notes,
thoughts, ideas, experiences, and notions. Fill the lines, remember your life, don't lose your ideas, and keep reaching higher to live
the best life you can. It all starts here, folks, but you'll need your own pen or pencil. Write on!
Hurt people hurt people. Say there was a novel in which Holden Caulfield was an alcoholic and Lolita was a photographer’s
assistant and, somehow, they met in Bright Lights, Big City. He’s blinded by love. She by ambition. Diary of an Oxygen Thief is an
honest, hilarious, and heartrending novel, but above all, a very realistic account of what we do to each other and what we allow to
have done to us.
This groundbreaking tour de force presents the gripping, true account of one of America's most notorious serial rapists and the
tough female journalist assigned to cover his case. Following an exhaustive manhunt and his capture in 2005, Brent Brents sent
letters and his journal to Denver Post reporter Amy Herdy-with the condition that she alone tell his story. Here, then, in his raw and
uncensored words, Brents reveals shocking details about his childhood abuse and the monstrous acts he later committed. Going
way beyond just the facts, he gives us an unprecedented look inside the twisted mind of a sociopath. At the same time, Amy has a
personal story to tell. Rocked to the core by Brents' disturbing case, she sets out to understand this ruthless criminal only to be
confronted with her own troubled past. Ultimately, she must make a choice that will change her life forever.

Diary for raw vegan recipes to keep track on your diet and keep variety everyday, towards your youth
A perfect template for your needs in 2020. 365 pages, 8.5*8.5 inch. Each page is a new date, each day is broken down
into hours, and with an additional notes section. Plan and document your year in style.
As Picasso said: 'It took me a lifetime to Paint Like a Child'. Raw Drawing is not an art class — it is a unique philosophy
and a practical resource that teaches you how to draw spontaneously and creatively without any inhibition. Learn how to
use signs, lines and shapes to create a new visual language. It's a non-judgmental technique to help you visualize your
thoughts, express your emotions, develop your ideas and, why not, relax with a pen or pencil. Since he launched the
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Raw Drawing initiative in 2017, Italian artist Alessandro Bonaccorsi has given dozens of courses across Italy, helping
people expand their creativity. This book brings together all of Alessandro’s core teachings, making the power and
creativity of raw drawing accessible to everyone. The book is recommended for those over 14 years of age, who are
open to let themselves become children again and draw with a carefree mind. Use Raw Drawing to get closer to the heart
of things, and learn to appreciate the beauty of the spontaneous.
Features: 120 blank, wide-lined white pages Duo-Sided, lined paper, with line at top for date entry 6" x 9" dimensions.
Perfect size for your desk, tote bag, backpack, or purse at school, home, and work For use as a notebook, journal, diary,
or composition book Perfectly suited for taking notes, writing, organizing lists, brainstorming, or journaling The perfect gift
for kids and adults on any gift giving occasion
Has anyone ever told you that, you have a story to tell by the episodes and experiences you have encountered in your
life playing out like a soap drama?I know I have heard that statement too many times to even begin to count. There are
too many instances that I have seen Godâ€™s ever-lasting hand on my life, too many even for just this one book but
here are a few which I hope will encourage you and by recounting them; I am also encouraging myself.
Measures 6x9 inches White Lined Paper, 120 pages Paperback. Soft cover design. Matte.(Not a sewn binding.) It can be
used as a notebook, journal or composition book.
Lydia was 19 years old, with a loving family and great friends, when she became anorexic. The doctors told her that she
would die. Now 23 and in recovery, this is her account of what anorexia did to her - how it changed her and how it
impacted on her family, friends and all her choices in life.
Medium in the Raw, Pamela Theresa shares her experiences as a sensitive. In this book-- a diary of sorts, she shares how she
sees, hears, and feels spirit. She also goes into great detail of how the read works. Pamela has been gifted as a medium for her
entire life. As such, she explains what it has been like to feel, hear and see what others often do not. She does teach everyone
who comes her way that they too can link to spirit.
My daughter and I believe that the foods we eat have a big impact on our health. Thus, we are dedicated to creating nutritious
dishes that taste delicious and showing others how to integrate flavorful meals into their diet for improved health. This is why we
wrote "a mother and daughter diary of raw food recipes for beginners."In this book, we dispel the myth that nutritious meals are
difficult to prepare, unsatisfying, and bland. Instead we illustrate how easy it is to create and integrate healthy foods into our
lifestyle that are satisfying, full of amazing flavors, and require minimal time to prepare. We also share our experiences with raw
foods, the health benefits of many of the ingredients used in the dishes and the step-by-step instructions on how to prepare over
50 raw and vegan meals that are packed with the nutrients our bodies need to remain healthy.
Lydia was 19 years old and enjoying college with a loving family, great friends and a serious boyfriend when she became anorexic.
The doctors told her that she would die.
Morgan Menzie takes readers through a harrowing but ultimately hopeful and inspiring account of her eating disorder. Her
amazing story is told through the journals she kept during her daily struggle with this addiction and disease. Her triumphs and
tragedies all unfold together in this beautiful story of God's grace. Features include: daily eating schedule, journal entries, prayers
to God, poems, and what she wished she knew at the time. It's the true story of victory over a disease that is killing America's
youth.
Brett Dalton is a tough guy - hardened, angry, uncaring and always ready to use his fists. When the world hates you, you might as
well hate it back...But when Brett is busted by the cops for stealing and sent to The Farm for rehab, there are no fences to keep
him in and anger gets in his way - but so does love. Brett's trapped in a grave new world, a world where he's not hardened at all;
he's raw.
Since the mid-1980s, US audiences have watched the majority of movies they see on a video platform, be it VHS, DVD, Blu-ray,
Video On Demand, or streaming media. Annual video revenues have exceeded box office returns for over twenty-five years. In
short, video has become the structuring discourse of US movie culture. Killer Tapes and Shattered Screens examines how
prerecorded video reframes the premises and promises of motion picture spectatorship. But instead of offering a history of video
technology or reception, Caetlin Benson-Allott analyzes how the movies themselves understand and represent the symbiosis of
platform and spectator. Through case studies and close readings that blend industry history with apparatus theory, psychoanalysis
with platform studies, and production history with postmodern philosophy, Killer Tapes and Shattered Screens unearths a
genealogy of post-cinematic spectatorship in horror movies, thrillers, and other exploitation genres. From Night of the Living Dead
(1968) through Paranormal Activity (2009), these movies pursue their spectator from one platform to another, adapting to suit new
exhibition norms and cultural concerns in the evolution of the video subject.
Advances in Food and Nutrition Research, Volume 82, provides updated knowledge about nutrients in foods and how to avoid
their deficiency, especially for those essential nutrients that should be present in the diet to reduce disease risk and optimize
health. The series provides the latest advances on the identification and characterization of emerging bioactive compounds with
putative health benefits, as well as up-to-date information on food science, including raw materials, production, processing,
distribution and consumption, with an emphasis on nutritional benefits and health effects. Features input from contributors who
have been carefully selected based on their long experience and high expertise on the subject Provides an updated and in-depth
critical discussion of the latest knowledge about nutrients in foods and how to avoid their deficiency Provides the latest advances
on the identification and characterization of emerging bioactive compounds with putative health benefit Offers up-to-date
information on food science, including raw materials, production, processing, distribution and consumption, with an emphasis on
nutritional benefits and health effects
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